ANGELS OF TRANSMUTATION FROM THE CORE OF THE EARTH
We are used to imagine the angelic realm as cosmos based. To my surprise there are since
years indications that this is only human projection. The core of the Earth is also seat of
Divinity and is consequently surrounded by the sphere of angelic consciousness. What is
new is a sphere of angelic consciousness that seems to be created for the purpose of
protecting life upon the Earth surface and to perform there the needed processes of
transformation.
I call them “The Blue Angels of Transmutation”. I got to know them recently while working
with a French geomancy group upon a holy mountain called Mont César north of Paris. The
mountain is endangered by a vast garbage deposit positioned at its foot. Working there with
the Tear of Mercy, the Gaia’s Angels of transmutation appeared to offer help.
1. Bow down and reach with your praying gesture deep into the Earth where there is the
home of the Blue angels of the Earth. They appear in this time to transform what needs to
be cleaned now to enable Gaia to transfer her worlds of life to a safe dimension of
existence.

2. Lift your body slowly up while you are inviting the Angel of transmutation to approach the
Earth surface. Express the presence of the angel through the gesture of the angelic
wings (see the drawing).

3. Then do with your hands gestures of transformation in front of your chest to make clear
what the purpose for the angel to be called is. The gestures resemble turning of a globe.

4. The turning of the hands finds its peace in a prayer gesture.

5. Then direct the angel through the gesture of your hands (still holding the prayer gesture)
towards the place where its help is needed. You need to hold the idea, symbol or image
of that place in your imagination.

6. Repeat the exercise a few times possibly directing it towards different purposes.

